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Advances in Cardiac Surgery, Vol, 3, edited by Robert B. Karp,
Hillel Laks and Andrew S . Wechslcr. St . Louis: Mosby-Year Book.
1992, 341 pages, $6995 .
Antithrambotie5: Palhaphysiolagieal Rationale for Pharmacotogical
Interventions, edited by Arnold G . Herman . Dordrecht, The Neth-
erlands : Kluwer, 1991. 253 pages. $8999
.
Atlas or Cardiac MR Irrmging With Anatomical Correlertiats, by
Christophe DepM, Jacques A . Melin, William Wiins . Roger De,
mcure. Frank Hammer and Jacques Priagot
. Dordrecht, The Nebh.
erlaads Kluwer. 1991 . 221 pages, $140.9 .
Challenges in Cardiology l : The Bakken Research Center Series, Vol.
4, edited by Charles E . Rackley. Mount Kisco, NY ; Futura. 1992,
212 pages, paperback
. $39.00.
Color Adds of Hyperrension, 2nd ed., by Leonard M, Shapiro and
Maorice R . Rnchalter . St. Louis : Mosby-year Book, 1992, 159
pages, $49 .95 .
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Coronary Heart Disease and Risk Factors, edited by Robert Roberts .
Mount Kisco, NY : Futnra, 1991, 346 pages, $39.00.
George Duck,
M.D. : A Bibliography of His Writings With Repeoduc-
lions of the Original Teals of Notes on the Coronary Arteries . 2nd ed.,
by Alison K. Mauer and Edgar F . Mauer. Los Angeles : Barlow
Society for the History of Medicine and Friends of the Library of the
Los Angeles County Medical Association, 1991, 31 pages, paper-
back
.
Nennaml Heart Disease, by Robert M . Freedom, Leland N . Benson
and Jeffrey F- Smnllhorn
. New York
: Springer-Verlag, 1992. 991
P.O ." $180.90.
Physiology of the Heart, 2nd ad ., by Arnold M . Katz. New York;
Raven, 1992, 687 pages, $55 .00 .
Purina.: Bernie and Clinical Aspects, by T . W . Stone and H . A.
Simmands- Dordrecht . The Netherlands: Kluwer . 1991, 257 pages,
$125.00.
